ABSTRACT

The Exploration Medical Capability (ExMC) element is one of six elements under NASA's Human Research Program (HRP). The goal of the ExMC element is to address the risk of the "inability to adequately recognize or treat an ill or injured crewmember" during an exploration mission. This poster highlights the evidence-based approach that the ExMC element has taken to address this goal, and the ExMC element's current areas of interest.

THE HUMAN RESEARCH PROGRAM

NASA's Human Research Program (HRP) conducts research and develops technologies that allow humans to travel safely and productively in the environment of space.

The HRP is comprised of six elements:
- International Space Station Medical Project
- Space Radiation
- Human Health Countermeasures
- Exploration Medical Capability
- Behavioral Health & Performance
- Space Human Factors and Habitability

The National Space Biomedical Research Institute (NSBRI) is a partner with the HRP in developing a successful human research program.

EXPLORATION MEDICAL CAPABILITY

The Exploration Medical Capability (ExMC) element is charged with reducing the risk of the "inability to adequately recognize or treat an ill or injured crewmember" during an exploration mission.

To address this risk, the element must:
- Define requirements for crew health maintenance
- Develop treatment scenarios
- Extrapolate from the scenarios to health management modalities
- Evaluate the feasibility of these modalities
- Develop technology and informatics that will enable the availability of medical care and decision systems

IDENTIFICATION OF GAPS

From the prioritized condition list, the ExMC element annually determines the capabilities needed to address the medical conditions of concern.

Where such capabilities are not currently available, a gap is identified.

The ExMC element currently identifies gaps in the following areas:
- Validation of Medical Standards
- Risk Quantification
- Risk Mitigation
- Monitoring and Treatment of Conditions of Concern
- Enabling Capabilities

MAJOR PROJECTS

- The Integrated Medical Model is a decision support tool useful to mission planners and medical system designers in assessing risk and designing medical systems for specified space flight missions.
- The Exploration Medical System Demonstration is a project tasked with developing an integrated, smart medical platform for an ISS demonstration.

TECHNOLOGY WATCH

For each gap, the ExMC element conducts a technology watch to identify emerging high-impact technologies that:
- Augment ongoing efforts
- Accelerate the development of medical care and research capabilities
- Preferences for Long Duration, Interplanetary Missions
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